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We describe how the Atwood’s machine, interfaced to a personal computer through a rotary
encoder, is suited for investigating harmonic and anharmonic oscillations, exploiting the buoyancy
force acting on a body immersed in water. We report experimental studies of oscillators produced
by driving forces of the type F52kx n with n51,2,3, and F52k sgn(x). Finally we suggest how
this apparatus can be used for showing to the students a macroscopic model of interatomic forces.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Simple Harmonic Motion ~SHM! is usually studied in introductory physics courses because it involves easy mathematics and because two simple experiments may be used as
examples: the pendulum and the spring-mass system. Experimental studies are often based only on measurements of the
period from which the dynamic parameters of the system are
derived.
However, in real systems the linear behavior, implicit in
SHM, is rarely obeyed: most oscillators are only approximately harmonic ~in the small-amplitude limit! while some
interesting features may only be explained if anharmonicity
is taken into account ~e.g., the expansion coefficient and the
specific heat of solids, jumping phenomena, transition to
chaos,...!.
To investigate anharmonic oscillations we may study the
pendulum where the restoring force is F52mg sin F: by
retaining the first two terms of the series expansion sin F
5F2F3/61¯ ; we get1 F5'2mg(F2F 3 /6)52 k F
1 k 8F 3.
A particular feature of the pendulum is that the restoring
force mimics that of a spring that softens at larger amplitudes. Real springs, on the contrary, become stiffer at larger
amplitudes, the restoring force being F52kx2k 8 x 3 . Both
in the pendulum and in the mass-spring system the ratio
between the cubic and the linear term cannot be freely varied: it is constant ( k 8 / k 52 61 ) in one case, while it depends
on the mechanical properties of the spring material in the
other.2
A simple way to explore both harmonic and anharmonic
oscillations, with a free and easy choice of the system anharmonicity, is to use a modified Atwood’s machine, where one
of the two masses hanging from the pulley drops into a water
bath.
The essential feature of this setup is that, since
Archimedes’ force is a function of the immersed body volume, the behavior of the restoring force F(x) can be changed
by modifying the body shape.
In this paper we report some experiments involving various types of restoring forces, all of them exploiting the buoyancy effect.
The physical model of this modified Atwood’s machine is
described in Sec. II; we derive from the model the main
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features of the motion of an oscillating cylinder for small
amplitudes (F52kx) in Sec. II A and for large amplitudes
(F52k sgn x) in Sec. II B; in Sec. II C we study the case of
an oscillating triangle (F52kx2k 8 x 2 ) and in Sec. II D the
case of an oscillating cone (F52kx1k 8 x 2 2k 9 x 3 ). In Sec.
III we describe the experimental setup and in Sec. IV the
procedure used to characterize the system. In Sec. V we report the data obtained for the different types of oscillations,
we compare the predictions provided by the models with the
experimental results, and we exploit the discrepancies to refine the models. Conclusions are drawn in Sec. VI and a
calculation of the period versus amplitude for various restoring forces is reported in the Appendix.

II. OSCILLATIONS WITH THE ATWOOD’S
MACHINE
The Atwood’s machine is a device where two masses hang
from the ends of a string passing over a pulley that can freely
rotate on its horizontal axis.
In the apparatus used in this study one of the two masses
(m 2 with volume V 2 ) dips into a water bath ~Fig. 1!.
The motion of the whole system can be simply described
by the motion of the mass m 2 : here we use an orthogonal
reference frame with a downward directed vertical axis.
If we assume a massless and inextensible string, the linear
acceleration a of the mass m 2 may be calculated by equating
the torque T applied to the pulley to the rate of change of its
angular momentum d(I v )/dt:
T 5R ~ t 2 2 t 1 ! 5d ~ I v ! /dt,

~1!

where T 5R( t 2 2 t 1 ) is the net driving torque in the absence
of friction, R is the pulley’s radius, I is the momentum of
inertia, and t 1 and t 2 are the tensions applied to the string by
the masses m 1 and m 2 , respectively.
The pulley’s angular momentum is L5I v , where n
5 v R relates the linear velocity n of m 2 to the pulley’s angular velocity v ~in the absence of wire slipping!.
Each one of the string’s tensions is related to the acceleration a and to the other forces applied to each body, by the
Newton’s law:

t 1 5m 1 ~ a1g !

and

t 2 5m 2 ~ g2a ! 2F A~ h ! ,
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~2!
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Fig. 2. The displacement versus time plot for an oscillator F52k sgn(x).
Fig. 1. Schematic of the Atwood’s machine.

where F A(h) is the Archimedes force that, being proportional to the volume of the displaced water, is a function of
the immersed height h.
Relations ~2! may be used to eliminate t 1 and t 2 from Eq.
~1!,
R ~ t 2 2 t 1 ! 5R @~ m 2 2m 1 ! g2 ~ m 2 1m 1 ! a2F A~ h !# /dt
5Ia/R,

~3!

giving
a5

Dm g2F A~ h !
.
m 1 1m 2 1I/R 2

~4!

If Dm5m 2 2m 1 is less than r V 2 ~where r is the water density!, the Archimedes force balances the gravity force Dm g
for some value h 0 of the immersed height h: F A(h 0 )
5Dm g, and for any displacement from the equilibrium position the restoring force F acting on the system is the opposite of the change of the buoyancy force DF A5F A(h)
2Dm g. In fact, when the body dips ~positive displacement!
the buoyancy force increases ~i.e., its change is positive! and
the restoring force is directed upward ~i.e., is negative in the
chosen reference frame!: F52DF A .
If we define M5m 1 1m 2 1I/R 2 as the total inertial mass
of the system,3 the acceleration may be written as
a52DF A /M.

~5!

If we want to take into account the effect of dissipative
forces, we may add to the driving torque T5R( t 2 2 t 1 ) a
friction torque T f 56R F F , where with F F we define an
effective friction force ~directed opposite to n 2 ) applied to
m 2 . In this case the acceleration a 8 of m 2 may be written as
a 8 5a6F F /M,

~6!

where the 6 sign depends on the direction of the velocity,
which may be the same as or opposite to that of the acceleration.
A. Harmonic oscillations of a cylinder: F52kX
When the body m 2 is a cylinder of radius r, the
Archimedes force is F A(h)5 p r 2 h r g, and its change DF A
may be written as a function of the displacement X5h2h 0
from the equilibrium position: DF A(X)5 p r 2 r g(h 0 1X)
2 p r 2 h 0 r g5 p r 2 r gX.
This system is equivalent to the well-known mass-spring
system, the ‘‘elastic constant’’ being determined by the cylinder radius r and by the liquid density r.
From relation ~5! we obtain the cylinder acceleration:
a52 ~ k/M ! X,
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~7!

where k5 p r 2 r g, showing that we are dealing with a simple
harmonic motion whose period is
T52 p AM/k52 p AM/ p r 2 r g.

~8!

In other words, as the cylinder rises above its equilibrium
point, the Archimedes force decreases because a smaller water volume is displaced. This increases the downward force,
and causes the cylinder to fall. If it drops below its equilibrium point, the Archimedes force increases because a greater
volume is displaced; this causes the upward force to increase
and the cylinder to rise.
This description of the motion is valid as long as the oscillation amplitude does not exceed an upper limit above
which the cylinder is completely immersed or completely out
of the water.
B. Oscillations due to a constant restoring force:
F52k sgn X
If the oscillation amplitude is made very large (X@l,
where l is the cylinder length!: the cylinder spends most of
the time completely outside or completely inside the water
bath, and in each case the restoring force is constant. In fact,
the restoring force when the whole cylinder is outside water
is Dm g and when the whole cylinder is inside water is
Dm g2F A(l)5Dm g @ (h 0 2l)/h 0 # .
If we want to obtain a motion that is symmetric around the
equilibrium point, we must let h 0 5l/2. In this case, if we
neglect the short transient during which the cylinder is partially immersed, the absolute value of the force p (l/2)r 2 r g
5Dm g remains constant while its sign changes when the
cylinder crosses the water surface:
~9!

F52k sgn~ X ! ,
where k5 p /(l/r)r r g and the acceleration is
2

a56k/M56 p ~ l/2 ! r 2 r g/M.

~10!

4

In this type of oscillation the period is directly proportional
to the square root of the amplitude A, as may be easily seen
by inspecting Fig. 2. The X(t) graph is made, in fact, of
parabolic branches (X5at 2 /2), and within each branch the
relation between the base Dt and the height A is described by
the equation A5a Dt 2 /2. The period is therefore
T54 Dt54 A2A/a58 AM/ ~ p r 2 l r g ! AA.

~11!

C. Oscillations of twin triangles: F52k z X z X
If we use, instead of a body with constant cross section, a
body whose cross section changes linearly, the buoyancy
forces increases quadratically with depth.
Pecori, Torzo, and Sconza
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Fig. 3. Schematics of the body shaped as twin triangles.

Suppose our body is a slab in the shape of twin triangles
attached at their vertex and that the counterweight is chosen
to keep the twin triangles in equilibrium half-submerged in
the water bath.
When the twin triangles are displaced by a length X from
equilibrium, the change in the displaced water volume may
be written by DV(X)5sb(X)X/25sB u X u (tan a)X, where B
is the triangle base, s the thickness, a the aperture angle, and
sb(X)52s(tan a)uXu the cross section at the distance X from
the vertex ~Fig. 3!.
We are here assuming b(0)50, i.e., a zero cross section at
the twin triangles’ vertex, so that the restoring force F5
2DF A(X)52 r gDV(X) becomes
F52 k u X u X52 k X 2 sgn~ X ! ,

~13!

~14!

If the twin triangles are replaced by twin cones ~with base
radius r and aperture a!, the Archimedes’ force has a cubic
dependence on the displacement X.
With a proper choice of the counterweight, the twin cones
may be set in equilibrium with their vertex at the water surface (X 0 50). In this case a simple calculation of the displaced water volume shows that the restoring force and the
acceleration become, respectively,
~15!

where j 5 p (tan a) rg/3.
2
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As for the case of real twin triangles, also for real twin cones,
one has to account for the finite cross section at the joint of
the cones. If r 0 is the radius at the joint, the factor X 3 in ~15!
and ~16! becomes @ 3(r 0 /tan a)2X13(r0 /tan a)X21X3#, producing an asymmetric force:
a52 ~ j /M !@ 3 ~ r 0 /tan a ! X13 ~ r 0 /tan a ! X 1X # .
~168!

D. Oscillations of twin cones: F52kX 3

a52 ~ j /M ! X 3 ,

~17!

2

If the triangles’ vertex, in equilibrium, is placed at a distance
X 0 from the water surface, the restoring force becomes
asymmetric. It may be written as DF A5 k @ (X2X 0 ) u (X
2X 0 ) u 1X 0 u X 0 u # , assuming X 0 .0 for vertex below the free
surface at equilibrium ~and X 0 ,0 above!.
Actually a real body shaped as twin triangles cannot have
a zero cross section at the midpoint @b(0)5b 0 ; see Fig. 3#,
and therefore, even in the case of symmetric behavior (X 0
50), a linear term ( k b 0 /tan a)X in the restoring force cannot be completely avoided.

F52 j X 3 ,

T57.42AM/ j /A.

F52 j @ 3 ~ r 0 /tan a ! 2 X13 ~ r 0 /tan a ! X 2 1X 3 # ,

where k 5s tan arg.
A simple calculation, reported in the Appendix, proves
that a quadratic restoring force produces oscillations whose
period varies with amplitude as
T56.87AM/ k / AA.

A cubic restoring force, as shown in the Appendix, produces oscillations whose period varies with amplitude as

~12!

and the acceleration, from relation ~5!:
a52DF A~ X ! /M52 ~ k /M ! u X u X,

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the experimental setup.

~16!

2

~158!
3

The asymmetry, however, is small due to the fact that r 0
!r. On the contrary, when the oscillation occurs around an
equilibrium position with the cone vertex well below the water surface ~e.g., X 0 5h/2, where h is the cone height! the
restoring force turns out to be strongly asymmetric. This becomes important if we use a single cone5 with amplitudes
X<X 0 , where the restoring force is
F52 j @~ X2X 0 ! 3 1X 30 # 52 j @ 3X 30 X13X 0 X 2 1X 3 # .
~18!
III. DATA ACQUISITION SETUP
The data acquisition system we used is based on a Serial
Interface6 connecting the host computer ~either a Macintosh
or a PC! to a position sensor. The interface and the computer
communicate by the standard serial line ~RS-232!. The
logged data can be displayed on the computer monitor in
various graphical representations using the dedicated software, which also allows one to perform numerical fits and
other data handling. A real-time visualization of the kinematic variables can thus be obtained.
The position sensor is made of an optical encoder, attached to the pulley shaft7 that measures the pulley’s rotation
angle q (t) from which one gets the linear displacement X(t)
of the hanging masses as X5R q ~once known as the pulley
radius R!.
The software calculates from the measured values of the
position the corresponding values of the velocity n (t)
5dX(t)/dt and of the acceleration a(t)5d n (t)/dt.
A cheap and solid stand is provided by an aluminum tube
~1 in. diam, 1.5 m long! and a vise clamped to the border of
a table ~Fig. 4!. The tube is held vertically by screwing two
metal blocks, with vertical V grooves, to the vise lips.
Pecori, Torzo, and Sconza
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Fig. 5. Applied force F versus measured acceleration a in the classic Atwood’s experiment. The best fit straight line gives both the friction force and
the total inertial mass.

The pulley is a metal disk ~3 mm thick, radius R
550 mm) with a thin groove to keep the string ~a dacron
fishing wire '0.3 mm diam, l50.125 g/m), and it is coaxially fixed to the rotary sensor.
The masses m 1 and m 2 are brass bodies, attached to each
end of the string by means of a screw with a thin axial hole
~the string can pass through the hole but a string knot is
blocked!. In order to avoid unwanted lateral oscillations
when the motion is started, a small electromagnet can be
used to block and release the counterweight m 1 ~a cylinder
that bears an iron screw at its bottom!.
We used a perspex vessel ~100 cm height and 10 cm diam!
in order to make visible the whole m 2 path, but it may well
be replaced by cheaper ~glass or metal! vessels.

IV. SYSTEM CHARACTERIZATION „THE CLASSIC
ATWOOD’S MACHINE…
Before performing the experimental study of the various
type of oscillations, one needs to characterize the system by
measuring the pulley’s momentum of inertia I and the effective friction force F F .
The easiest way to measure both I/R 2 and F F is to perform a set of measurements of the acceleration where both
masses move in air. In this case (F A50) relation ~6! becomes
a 8 5 ~ Dm g2F F ! / ~ I/R 2 1m 1 1m 2 !

or

Dm g5F F 1a 8 M.

~19!

That is, if the sum of the two masses (m 1 1m 2 ) is kept
constant, a plot of different values of the driving force
Dm g5(m 2 2m 1 )g versus the measured values of the acceleration has slope (I/R 2 1m 1 1m 2 )5M and intercept F F .
This experiment may be easily performed by moving a set
of extra masses of known weight from one body to the other.
An example of such a plot, obtained using two equal bodies of mass 118.3 g and ten extra masses of 1.12 g each ~so
that m 1 1m 2 5247.8 g), 8 is shown in Fig. 5.
The experimental data show a linear behavior, thus confirming that F F can be assumed to be constant. The best fit
gives F F '(561)31023 N and a slope M5(0.347
60.003) kg. Therefore the effective inertial mass of the pulley is I/R 2 5M2(m 1 1m 2 )5(0.09960.003) kg.
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Fig. 6. Plots of position, velocity, and acceleration versus time for the cylinder oscillating inside and outside water.

V. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF
HARMONIC AND ANHARMONIC OSCILLATIONS
IN WATER
A. The case of the cylinder
Figure 6 shows the plots of position, velocity, and acceleration versus time, obtained with a brass cylinder ~weight
m 2 5143.6 g, diameter 15 mm and height about 100 mm!.9
The counterweight (m 1 5135.0 g) was chosen so that in
equilibrium the cylinder is half immersed.10 In this system
the motion is expected to obey the predictions of the models
described in Secs. II A ~at small amplitude! and II B ~at large
amplitude!.
After some oscillations, when the cylinder does not completely exit from water ~for t.45 s), the motion becomes
damped harmonic, as clearly shown by the same plots expanded in Fig. 7.
The whole motion of the cylinder may be represented by
two models: anharmonic oscillation prevailing in the initial
phase (t,45 s) and harmonic oscillation in the final phase
(t.45 s).
In plots like those shown in Figs. 6 or 7, one can use the
mouse to move a vertical line ~corresponding to the same
value of the variable t! along all the plots, thus detecting the
values of all the other variables. In this way one can easily
measure the time values t i when the acceleration changes
sign (X50). The differences, t i 2t i21 , give the values of
the half-periods T i /2. In the same way one can measure the
values of the maximum and minimum displacements X i ,
which give the amplitude A i .

Fig. 7. An expanded plot of the data of Fig. 6 ~harmonic motion!.
Pecori, Torzo, and Sconza
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Fig. 10. Position versus time and acceleration versus position plots for the
cylinder in the harmonic phase of the motion. The linear fit is made on the
selected data.
Fig. 8. Period of the cylinder oscillations as a function of the square root of
amplitude. Full dots: first phase of the motion. Open dots: second phase
~harmonic motion!.

In Fig. 8 we report the values of the period as a function of

AA: the full dots correspond to the first phase of the motion

~the best fitting line is also drawn!, while the open dots correspond to the second phase ~the expected value T
52 p AM/ pr gr 2 52.93 s of the harmonic motion is
shown!.
The plot shows that the period is constant for small values
of the amplitude A, i.e., when the cylinder is partially immersed ~for A,6 cm), and increases linearly with AA at
larger amplitudes. The slope predicted by relation ~11!: T
54 A2/a AA54 A2M/Dm g AA is 12.060.2 ~assuming an
uncertainty of 3 g on M and of 0.1 g on Dm), while the
value obtained by fitting the experimental data is lower
(11.760.1 s m21/2). These two values are compatible ~the
error bars do slightly overlap! but one may still suspect that
some second-order effect was neglected.
A reduction of the measured slope with respect to the predicted one cannot be explained by considering effects such
as hydrodynamic mass11 ~extra inertial mass due to the water
displaced by the moving cylinder! because it should increase
the measured slope with respect to the predicted one. The
discrepancy may be explained by a small increase ~say 0.2 g!
of the mass difference Dm58.6 g. The oscillating cylinder
in fact, after being dipped into the water, remains wetted by
a water layer,12 and one may even see one water drop falling
just after it leaves the surface.
A direct measurement of the acceleration of the body
~when it is completely inside or completely outside the wa-

Fig. 9. Cylinder velocity plots. ~a! the selected area refers to motion underwater; ~b! the selected area refers to downward motion; ~c! the selected area
refers to upward motion.
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ter! may be obtained as the slope of a linear fit of the velocity
versus the time plot @Fig. 9~a!#. We obtain as average absolute value of the positive and of the negative slopes a
5(0.22760.002) m/s2, to be compared with the value predicted by relation ~10! a5(0.22360.002) m/s2. Also, here
the errors bars do barely overlap, owing to the excess mass
of the water film, neglected in relation ~10!, that is responsible for the larger observed mean acceleration.
Looking in more detail at the v (t) plot, which at first sight
looks like a triangular wave, we discover that the slope is
slightly different in the first half and in the second half of
each ‘‘quasilinear’’ portion of the plot. When the cylinder is
inside water, the acceleration is larger when the cylinder is
dipping into the water @Fig. 9~b!: a520.24860.001 m/s2#
and smaller when it is rising back toward the water surface
@Fig. 9~c!: a520.20960.001 m/s2#.
The same happens when the cylinder is outside the water:
here the acceleration is slightly larger when the cylinder is
rising toward the top position and smaller when it is falling
back toward the water surface.
The observed discontinuities Da in the acceleration are
systematic and larger than the experimental uncertainties.
This feature reminds one of the behavior of a cart riding
upward and downward on an incline, and it can indeed be
justified by taking into account friction.
During the selected portion of motion in Fig. 9~b! the pulley rotates clockwise, while during the motion selected in
Fig. 9~c! it rotates counterclockwise, and therefore the friction force has the same direction of the acceleration in the
first case and the opposite one in the second case. We therefore obtain the friction force for the cylinder underwater as
F F 5M(Da/2)5(761)31023 N. When the cylinder is in
air we obtain F F 5(461)31023 N, in agreement with the
value obtained from the plot of Fig. 5, within the experimental uncertainties.

Fig. 11. Plots of position, velocity, and acceleration versus time, and acceleration versus position for the twin triangles.
Pecori, Torzo, and Sconza
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Fig. 12. Frequency of the twin triangles’ oscillations as a function of the
square root of amplitude. Full line: purely quadratic restoring force. Dotted
line: numerical integration of the law of motion.

A larger frictional force for the cylinder underwater is
consistent with the extra dissipation due to the water viscosity.
Turning to the harmonic phase of the motion, Eq. ~7! gives
a prediction of the slope b of the curve a(X): b 52k/M
5 pr gr 2 /M524.57 s22. In Fig. 10 we report a fit of the
central part of the plot a(X) ~that for X,6 cm) that gives a
slightly larger slope: b 5(24.6660.05) s22.
This discrepancy may be explained by releasing an implicit assumption that we made in our simple model. If we
consider that the vessel has a relatively small inner radius
(R55 cm), we may suspect that the vertical shift of the water level due to the volume of the water displaced by the
cylinder immersion cannot be neglected. If we take into account this effect,13 by replacing the variable X with the variable X 8 5X @ 11r 2 /(R 2 2r 2 ) # 51.023X, the expected slope
changes into b 524.67 s22, in excellent agreement with the
measured value.
B. The case of the twin triangles
Figure 11 shows the plots of position, velocity, and acceleration versus time, and acceleration versus position obtained with brass twin triangles ~with s51 cm, h 0 510 cm,
b54.8 cm, b 0 50.2 cm, m 1 5384.8 g, m 2 5408.9 g), using
a short vessel with a large inner diameter ~30 cm! to make
negligible the vertical shift of the water level when the body
dips into the water.
Measuring the period and the amplitude, as we did for the
cylinder oscillations, we obtain for the twin triangles the data
shown in Fig. 12, where we plotted the frequency f 51/T

Fig. 13. Plots of position, velocity, and acceleration versus time, and acceleration versus position for the twin cones.
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Fig. 14. Frequency of the twin cones’ oscillations as a function of the
amplitude. Full line: a purely cubic restoring force. Dotted line numerical
integration of the law of motion for the force DF A(X)5 j @ X 3
13(r 0 /tan a)X13(r0 /tan a)2X2#.

versus the square root of the amplitude A A, since we expect,
from Eq. ~13! a linear behavior for f ( A A), with a slope of
0.73 Hz/Am ~full line!.
A qualitative agreement with the predicted behavior is
shown indeed by the experimental results at larger amplitudes; at smaller amplitudes, however, a clear departure from
the x 2 oscillator model is apparent.
A much better fit is obtained by taking into account also
the linear term due to the finite thickness (b 0 52 mm) of the
twin triangles at their vertex: the dotted curve in Fig. 12
represents the values of the frequency calculated, for each
amplitude, by numerically integrating relation ~A3!, as explained in the Appendix.

C. The case of the twin cones
A record of the motion of a twin cones-shaped body ~two
brass cones, screwed together at their vertex, base radius r
51.5 cm, height h510 cm, m 2 5494 g, counterweight m 1
5461 g, radius at joint r 0 50.125 cm, tan a50.1375) is
shown in Fig. 13.
In the graphs we measured the values of the period and of
the amplitude, and then we plotted the frequency versus the
amplitude, as we expect the behavior predicted by Eq. ~16!:
f 50.135Aj /MA50.135Ap ~ tan a ! 2 r g/ ~ 3M ! A. ~20!
In Fig. 14 we have drawn the straight line representing the
expected behavior for a purely cubic restoring force ~a full
line with slope 1.83A Hz/m). The dotted curve represents
the numerical integration of the law of motion ~see the Appendix! that assumes a restoring force which includes also
the linear and the quadratic term predicted by Eq. ~158!:
F(X)52 j @ X 3 13(r 0 /tan a)X13(r0 /tan a)2X2#, where r 0 is
the radius of the cross section of the twin cones vertex.

Fig. 15. Behavior of the expected restoring force for a single cone.
Pecori, Torzo, and Sconza
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 16. Plot of position ~a! and restoring force ~b! vs time for the single
cone. Plot of force versus position ~c!: the dotted line represents the fitting
function F52 j @ (X2X 0 ) 3 1X 30 # .

D. The case of a single cone: a macroscopic model of the
atomic vibration in solids
The analysis made in Sec. II D shows that for a single
cone of height h, in equilibrium at half height (X 0 'h/2), the
restoring force becomes 2DF A52 j @ (X2X 0 ) 3 1X 30 # , with
2X 0 ,X,X 0 , and j 5 p (tan a)2rg/3. The geometry of this
system, with the expected shape of the restoring force is
shown in Fig. 15.
Comparing this system to the well-known mass-spring
system, we note here that the spring stiffness is no longer
constant: it increases for X.0 and decreases for X,0. In the
real world these kinds of forces are much more common than
one might suppose at first sight. The cohesive force in solids
is the simplest example. Short-range repulsion ~the ‘‘hard
sphere interaction’’ due to the Pauli exclusion principle! varies with displacement ~with respect to the equilibrium position of the atoms! much faster than long range attraction ~the
van der Waals interaction due to polarization!. Therefore the
atoms’ vibration in a crystal lattice is more closely approximated by the motion of a cone-shaped body floating in a
liquid bath than by the usual mass-spring system. In fact,
only the asymmetry of the restoring force ~and of the related
potential curve! may explain the positive thermal expansion
coefficient:14 a symmetric restoring force would give instead
zero thermal expansion coefficient.
If we unscrew the twin cones and change the counterweight in order to keep in equilibrium ~half immersed! one
single cone, the recorded oscillation is indeed asymmetric
@Fig. 16~a!#. The restoring force may calculated from the
measured acceleration as F(t)5Ma(t), knowing that the
inertial mass is now 0.544 kg. The calculated values @Fig.
16~b!# of the variable F(t) may be plotted versus the corresponding values of the variable X(t) @Fig. 16~c!#. In this plot,
the slope corresponds to the elastic constant in the massspring system, and it is here larger for X,0 than for X.0.
In the same plot the dashed line represents the values of the
function F52 j @ (X2X 0 ) 3 1X 30 # , calculated with the nominal values j 5200 N/m3 and X 0 50.05 m.
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The experimental results reported in this paper show that a
MBL version of the Atwood’s machine is a simple and powerful device for investigating various kind of motions.
In particular, it can be used to introduce the students to the
study of harmonic and anharmonic oscillations, the required
physics background being restricted to elementary mechanics.
At the introductory level, the study of nonlinear oscillators
appears to be important in order to provide the students with
examples of asymmetric restoring forces that are necessary
to model the real behavior of solids, e.g., the nonzero thermal expansion coefficient.
The apparatus described here combines efficiently the advantages of the Atwood’s machine and those of the MBL
acquisition system. The Atwood’s machine is suitable for
introductory level investigations because the basic features
of the system influencing the motion of the bodies can be
easily identified ~and modified! by the students themselves.
The data acquisition system can be a powerful cognitive tool
by allowing a real time visualization of the relevant variables
selected by the students according to any particular model
they wish to test, and by encouraging the students to play the
game of gradually refining the schematization in order to
reach a satisfactory agreement with experimental data. The
data accuracy that can be achieved with MBL is such to
make the refinements possible and testable, as shown in the
present paper.

APPENDIX: THE CALCULATED DEPENDENCE OF
PERIOD FROM AMPLITUDE
A simple dimensional argument that yields the correct dependence of the period T from the amplitude A in a generic
oscillation driven by a restoring force of the type F52kx n
is the following. The period may depend only on the quantities
m ~ kg! ,

k @ N/m2n 5kg m12n s22# ,

A ~ m! .

The only combinations of these quantities with the dimensions of time, for different values of n, are Am/k for n51,
Am/kA for n52 and Am/kA 2 for n53. Therefore the period
must be proportional to Am/k, Am/k/ AA, and Am/k/A, respectively.
The proportionality constant must obviously be derived by
a different method.15
The change in kinetic energy DE @between v 50 for x
5x 0 , and the generic v (x) for x<A# equals the work done
by the restoring force, and therefore we may write
1
m n 2~ x ! 5
2

E

x

x0

~A1!

F ~ x ! dx.

By solving this equation with respect to the velocity, we get

n ~ x ! 56

AE

x

2

x0

F~ x !
m

dx

dt5
6

A E
2
m

x

x0

dx
dx5

dt

or
~A2!

.
F ~ x ! dx
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The integral in the last equation from the time of maximum
displacement (x 0 5A) to the time when the system is in equilibrium (x50) gives the value T/4, and therefore the period
T is
T54

E

dx

0

A

2

A E

~A3!

2

x

m

A

F ~ x ! dx

~the minus sign in the last equation is due to the fact that
when the body approaches equilibrium its velocity is negative!. We may use this equation to calculate the period of an
oscillation due to a restoring force of the kind: F52kx n ,
T54

E

A

52

dx

0

2

A E
2

x

m

A

A E
m

2

k

dx

0

A

~ 2kx n ! dx

A

* xA x n dx

.

~A4!

The case of SHM (n51) may be integrated analytically,
leading to the known result T52 p Am/k, and for the restoring force F52k sgn X we find T54 A2m/k AA.
In the case of the twin triangles (n52) and twin cones
(n53) we may use instead numerical integration, obtaining
T56.87Am/k/ AA, and T57.42Am/k/A, respectively. We
used the function ‘‘Nintegrate’’ within the standard
‘‘MATHEMATICA’’ software package.16
Numerical integration may be easily performed also when
the restoring force has a polynomial form as for real twin
triangles and twin cones, which cannot have a zero cross
section at the vertex.
a!
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10
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11
An order of magnitude of the hydrodynamic mass m h may be calculated,
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MEMORY LOSS
Physics is largely an attitude of mind and I like to think that if I should go to bed tonight and
wake up in the morning to find that I had forgotten everything that I had ever learned, but had
succeeded in retaining such experience as I have in thinking, I should not have suffered very much
by the loss. It would, of course, be a little inconvenient to fail to have ready at hand some of the
formulas and methods which are so familiar to us, but this loss could soon be repaired.
W. F. G. Swann, ‘‘The Teaching of Physics,’’ Am. J. Phys. 19~3!, 182–187 ~1951!.
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